Reasons why should I keep
Lagotto Romagnolo Dog Breed as
ESA – Guide
Dogs are always loved by their owners especially when they are rat terrier. If you are a person who is
suffering from depression or any other psychological issue, then you should not think about having an ESA
beside you. Before telling you about the advantages of having an ESA, let me give you an idea about what
ESA is.
An emotional support animal is an animal that helps you to cope with your psychological problems by
keeping you busy with his cute behavior An ESA animal is usually a dog or a cat because they can be
handled easily, Furthermore, it’s quite easy to connect with little creatures as compared to large-sized
animals. Remember, you can not call your pet an ES unless you hold an ESA letter that is prescribed to you
by your psychologist or any other mental health expert.

In my opinion, the best pet to be an emotional support animal is a dog. Because dogs are more loyal and
friendly than cats. In addition to this, they are best to guard you against any danger. If you want to resolve
your psychological problems as soon as possible, look for the most affectionate dog breeds such as Lagotto
Romagnolo. Let me tell you why buying a Lagotto dog will be an excellent choice for ESA.
1.

Lagotto dogs are extremely friendly.

Unlike terriers, Lagotto dogs are naturally obedient and friendly to their owner. They play with you to keep
you and themselves happy and active. But do not expect them to do the same with your stranger friends.
Because Lagotto dogs are a little reserved to strangers like munchkin cat. It does not mean they will bark at
them or harm them, but they will definitely behave differently around strangers.
If you are a pet as well as a baby lover, then the best option you could have is to adopt a Lagotto. Because
Lagotto is not at all dangerous to the kids. In fact, they love to play with babies and other dogs if they are
trained to socialize. Like you, Lagotto is also scared of isolation and separation so, if you have a Lagotto as
an ESA, trust they will leave you alone in any case.
2.

Lagotto dogs are hypoallergenic.

If you are scared of having an emotional support animal just because you have certain allergies, then you
don’t need to worry anymore. Just make the right choice while selecting your ESA pet. In my opinion, no
dogs can be more suitable for you than a Lagotto because Lagotto breed dogs are same as hypoallergenic
cats .

Lagotto dogs shed very little from their sheep-like fluffy wool. So, you need to worry about your allergies
when you are around a Lagotto.
3.

Lagotto dogs are intellectual.

Lagotto dogs and weimaraner are more intelligent than you think they are. They have the natural instincts
that allow them to identify any threat. By taking advantage of your Lagotto dog intelligence, you can train
him to become your guard. Make your dog solve a puzzle and look for a snuffle mat for dogs as a treat for
your ESA Lagotto.
Indulge in such activities with your dog to keep yourself away from all worries. Instead of having fake
friends around you, enjoy the company of an intelligent furry friend who can save you from difficulties.
4.

Lagotto is a mid-sized dog breed.

Since Lagotto dogs are mid-sized puppies, you don’t have to leave them home in case you are flying to
another place. Most of the internal airlines do not allow large size dogs on board because they can be
harmful to passengers. But you don’t need to worry for your british shorthair as you are carrying a cute
fluffy Lagotto with an ESA letter.
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